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High heat loads producing dust particles in the
Alcator C-Mod tokamak
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Plasma facing units in the ITER divertor will be formed with chains of tungsten
monoblocks (MB). One identified key issue with this configuration is linked to the MB
misalignment [1]. Under cycles of heat loads and transient high heat loads, the MB leading
edges could be melted and induce molten material droplet emission [2]. Resulting surface
damage could compromise plasma operation by changing the mechanical structure of MBs
and reducing their lifetime.
One effect of the tile misalignment was evidenced in the full-metal tokamak, Alcator
C-Mod. During plasma operation, camera videos have shown an over-light emission of
various leading edges of plasma facing components. These regions likely already melted
during plasma operation were destabilized during disruptions and led to an emission of
droplets across the vacuum chamber. Resulting typically rounded dust particles (splashes
and spheres) were collected. Another characteristic is their large average size (50µm)
compared to the size of dust produced in other tokamaks [3]. To reduce the emission of
molten material droplets, a slight rotation (~1° tilt) of all the modules of the low outer
divertor was done in 2015 in order to shadow their leading edges. The dust weight after the
2015 plasma campaign was from 3 to 6 times lower than the dust weight coming from the
same modules in 2007. These results, added to the fact that the average energy injected in
2280 discharges in 2015 was 0.66 MJ/discharge against 2026 discharges in 2007 with
0.45MJ/discharge shows that less dust was produced in 2015.
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